


























































INKED LIFE I go 

Take in the city's Art Basel show like a tattoo artist. 

Chris Nunez of Ink Master acclaim 
opened a slick shop in the heart of 
Wynwood, the Miami neighborhood 
that hosts Art Basel-America's 
greatest creative exposition-each 
December. The spot, Handcrafted 
Tattoo Studio and Art Gallery, is 
the epitome of the area in that it 
services many-sleeved Miamians 
at the same time that it fosters art
on-canvas culture. When Nunez is 
off in New York City judging tattoos 
for Spike TV, he entrusts the keys 
of Handcrafted to his non-blood
related family, including bold 
tattooer Jamie Ryscik. If you are 
in Miami and want a powerful and 
clean traditional American piece, 
go see Ryscik-and while you 're 
in the area, check out his favorite 
places to kill time between tattoos. 
-Robert McCormick 
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A BETTER THAN MALL FASHION "This is the freshest men's cloth

ing store I've ever been to," Ryscik says. Supply & Advise 
(3322 N. Miami Ave.) carries vintage-style Levi's, Japanese 
tiger camo, denim jackets, and a great assortment of accesso
ries. "I'm so impressed with their style and the store's decor." 

< GET YOUR KICKS Sneak
erheads, take notice of 
Shoe Gallery (244 NE 1 st. 
Ave.). "This is the place 
to get the best selection 
of top-tier sneakers, from 
Vans to Nikes," Ryscik 
says. "They are the nicest 
crew in the sneaker game 
and always have whatever 
you're looking for." 

A LOCAL FLAVOR From reggae to rock to a great selection of 

microbrews, Original Fat Cats (320 Himmarshee St., Fort Lau
derdale, FL) is a gem of a bar. "It's where I go when I want a 
good drink while listening to the best local music south Florida 
has to offer," Ryscik says. "The decor brings me back to my 
youth, with all the vintage skateboards that line the walls." 

< BEST BEER BAR With 
a name like Laser Wolf 
and the slogan "No 
Jerks. Yes Beers," you 
know you're going to 
have a sick time at this 
bar (901 Progresso 
Dr., Ste. 101, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL). "The 
atmosphere is so laid
back that you lose time 
in this place," Ryscik 
says. "The walls are 
littered with art from 
some of the best local 
artists around." 

A TOYS FOR MEN Tate's Comics and the Bear and Bird Gal

lery (4566 North University Dr., Lauderhill, FL) is a mecca for 
collectors of pop culture, comics, and new and vintage toys. 
"I don't have enough words to express how perfect of a store 
this is," Ryscik says. "I've been to these types of stores in 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New York City, and noth
ing compares to this place. They have everything from comic 
graphic novels to the best tattoo reference books around." 





INKED LIFE I drive 

Clockwise from below: 
Terrafugia Transition; 
Gibbs Quadski; Tank 
Town USA; Dominator 
Track Systems. 

Four wheels are great, and two are 
better. Nut treads, wings, and jets? 
Now we're talking. 

GIBBS QUADSKI The Ouadski is meant to be ridden 
hard and hung up wet. This amphibious off-roader 
can take its pilot where the road turns to trail, 
and where the trail empties into water, utilizing 
a unique design that combines the muscle of an 
ATV with the speed and finesse of a watercraft. 
The concept is simple: Once you've kicked up 
enough dust on the trail, you scan the horizon for 
the nearest watery expanse, and then try to turn 
off the part of your brain that's telling you not to 
drive your $40,000 ATV into a lake. 
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DOMINATOR TRACK SYSTEMS There aren't any 
vehicles capable of tackling swampland as well 
as they handle ice, snow, and desert terrain ... 
or are there? Dominator Track Systems are like a 
motivational speaker for your 4x4, unleashing the 
animal within. With the twisting of a few bolts, 
you can replace your tires with American steel 
tread frames that self-clean, won't clog up, and 
reduce your truck's ground pressure to fewer 
than two pounds per square inch, turning any 
bog or snow bank into a trail. Installing the Domi
nator system is as easy as changing a tire-into 
something way cooler than a tire. 

TERRAFUGIA TRANSITION There are some anti
quated premonitions of the future that haven't 
come true yet, and that's probably for the best 
(we're looking at you, meal pills and mole-man 
overlords), but the flying car has always seemed 
within the reach of the human collective. Enter 
the Terrafugia Transition, a fitting name not only 
for its role in bridging the gap between auto-

mobile and aircraft, but for the way it shifts from 
one to the other. In under a minute, the wings 
unfold in a swift, actuated movement that pre
pares your ride for the sky. As an automobile, 
the Transition is capable of cruising along at 
70 mph, and it gets decent mileage at 35 mpg. 
And the very same engine goes on to power the 
Transition's propeller, shooting this work of art 
through the clouds at 1 00 mph. 

TANK TOWN USA What are your plans for the week
end? Tank Town USA, in Morganton, GA, is like 
a massage parlor for your adrenal gland: You pay 
by the minute, and leave feeling remarkably satis
fied. The facility has something for everyone: ride 
along in a tank, drive your own, or crush a car. You 
can even operate your own bulldozer or excava
tor should you get a sudden urge for construc
tion instead of destruction. Don't worry if you get 
hooked-Tank Town USA is licensed and bonded 
to sell armored military vehicles to the public. 
What a country. -Nick Fierro 
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photo by ANJELICA JARDIEL 

ELECTRIC DANCE MUSIC GROUP. SNOWBOARDER. SHOE DESIGNER. 
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INKED PEOPLE 

The electro-pop princesses Jahan and 
Yasmine Yousaf share DNA and tattoos with 

each other and their producer, Rain Man. 

The eighth day of June in the year 2010 is a significant date in the life of 
Krewella singers Jahan and Yasmine Yousaf. For this was the day the sisters 
decided to quit school and dedicate their lives to music. To prove their commit
ment, the siblings had 6.8.1 0 tattooed on their necks. "Yasmine and I got the 
date tattoos together on my birthday," says Jahan. "Getting them meant there 
was no turning back." 

And there was no looking back either. Since then Jahan and Yasmine, along 
with bandmate and producer Kris "Rain Man" Trindl, have relocated to Los 
Angeles from their native Chicago, collaborated with idols Patrick Stump and 
Travis Barker, and embarked on their first-ever headline tour. Bus included. "It's 
amazing!" laughs Jahan. "You don't have to wake up early. You go to sleep in 
one city and you wake up in another." 

But Jahan assures us that living the tour bus dream won't affect the group's 
close relationship with The Krew (Krewella's affectionate nickname for their 
fans). "We feel like they're our friends and family," she says. "After every single 
show we always go and hang out and take photos or shake hands. I think it's 
really important to give fans something back, no matter how big you get." 

The fans have done their fair share of giving back too. Two of the three band 
members have tattoos that were designed by a member of The Krew. Rain 
Man's 6.8.10 piece was the result of a Tweet asking his followers for potential 
designs. The outcome was the date in Gothic Roman numerals inked on his 
right biceps. Yasmine, meanwhile, has a half-dead Kurt Cobain on her right 
forearm that was composed by a fan too young to get into a Krewella concert. 
"She waited outside to give us a portrait she'd done of us," says Jahan. "It was 
so good that Yasmine asked her to design a Kurt Cobain tattoo for her arm." 

The group's debut album, Get Wet, is a bombastic 1 2-track romp of elec
tronic music currently filling dance floors globally. And it's the dance floor that's 
responsible for what Jahan considers to be her weirdest tattoo. "On my fore
arm I have 'Life is a Dance Floor,"' she says. "Rain Man teases me about it. 
I guess it is kinda cheesy, but sometimes the cheesy phrases are the most 
meaningful." -Jon Langford 
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INKED PEOPLE 

This rad snowboarder supports "jock" sports on his skin. 

Growing up in Massachusetts, Chris Grenier wanted nothing more than to 
be a snowboarder, and there was no way he was going to let his state's flat 
topography deter him from that dream. Grenier and his friends built jumps in 
their backyard and rode any size hill they could find. They took things a step 
further by visiting their favorite skate spots that were now covered in snow and 
doing tricks on the handrails. 

Over the years Grenier has mastered the art of taking an urban environ
ment and turning it into his own personal mountain, a skill that sometimes 
forces him to resort to a bit of deviousness. "Nowadays, our street spots 
sometimes turn into elaborate builds where we will shovel for hours to build 
a jump and a landing," Grenier says. "We wear these orange construction 
vests-it tricks people into thinking that we are construction workers. We are 
able to build jumps off of roofs, parking garages, and places where you would 
otherwise get kicked out of." 

While he may have gotten his start by having to create his own mountains, 
Grenier has been able to travel all over the world as a professional snowboarder, 
hitting locales from Japan to Lithuania. "It's funny to think about-snowboarding 
is basically glorified sledding," Grenier says. "It's just sliding down a hill, and we 
are blessed to be able to travel the world doing it. I am very thankful. I would 
rather go snowboarding and just crash all day than work a job that I didn't enjoy." 

photo by BRANDON FLINT 

Following the allure of big mountains, Grenier left his home state behind 
to relocate to Utah. While he may be thousands of miles away from the Bay 
State, he need only look at his skin to be reminded of home. "I have a lot of 
Massachusetts pride," Grenier says. ''I live in Utah now but I still think of Mas
sachusetts as home. I have a few typical 'Masshole' tattoos. I have the state 
outline, a Celtics tattoo, a Bruins tattoo, and a Red Sox tattoo." 

When it came time to design a signature hoodie for snowboarding apparel 
line ThirtyTwo, Grenier was inspired by the sweaters worn by the Bruins, 
a decision that could be seen as two worlds colliding. "It's funny because 
snowboarding is a kind of 'anti-jock' type of counterculture sport," Grenier 
says. "Being from the Boston area, sports are just a part of the culture. Play
off hockey is my favorite time of the year because snowboard season is wind
ing down and hockey season is heating up." 

Trying to come up with new tricks, Grenier and his friends use a collabora
tive process where they try to push and feed off of each other. Using the same 
mind-set, Grenier likes to throw around ideas with his tattoo artist-Gailon 
Justus from Yellow Rose Tattoo in Salt Lake City-before he goes under the 
needle. u1 have a lot of Massachusetts pride tattoos, skate tattoos, shitty tat
toos, homie tattoos, traditional sailor tattoos," Grenier says. "It's kind of a blend 
of random shit. I like that style." -Charlie Connell 
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INKED PEOPLE 

The cofounder of Modern Vice strives for 
craftsmanship in both his footwear and his body art. 

The fashion industry may bemoan the demise of domestic manufacturing 
and New York City's Garment District, but inside one of the neighborhood's 
generic facades, The Adoni Group's factory is bustling. 

"Don't do it. You guys are out of your fucking minds," shoe industry vet Jay 
Adoni had told his sons about opening a shoe factory in New York. After run
ning a domestic shoe manufacturing business in the '70s and '80s, the Adoni 
family patriarch left the business but returned decades later as an importer 
at the urging of his sons, Jensen and Jordan. The family launched successful 
brands like Pour la Victoire and Kelsi Dagger. But the boys weren't satisfied. 

In 2012, Jordan and Jensen cofounded Modern Vice, a men's sneaker 
brand, and began producing their footwear in China. Despite solid sales, they 
weren't happy with the product and decided not to use it. They wanted to make 
the shoes themselves-and that's exactly what they did. 

"We're into exotics, we're into heavy boots, heritage shoemaking. My father 
said we'd never make the shoes we wanted to make, but that was where our 
heart was," Jordan says about opening the factory. "After a couple months my 
father came around and said, 'I can't believe the kind of shoes you're making. 
It's insane. I can't believe the quality.' He joined us after three months, and 
we're working as a family again and have 10 brands including Modern Vice." 

The chaotic factory floor is a throwback to a different time. Gray-haired arti
sans in white jackets expertly handcraft hundreds of shoes each day. But the 
old-school approach makes Modern Vice nimble. Any concept can be turned 
into a sample immediately, and the idea can go into production quickly without 
sacrificing quality or price. The brand can move lighting fast-and it does-with 
new styles and colors popping up all the time. 
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"I hate using the word edgy," Jordan says. "But Modern Vice is edgy. We 
take classic silhouettes and make them fresh. It has a New York edge because 
it's made in New York." Preppy chukkas take on a new persona in red python, 
and lace-up boots get made over in neon nubuck. 

It all comes down to Jordan and Jensen. Both are personally involved with 
every shoe, but Jordan, who exudes a near-manic creative energy, is particu
larly involved as The Adoni Group's creative director. "I can't sit still. We move 
a million miles an hour here. I always have to be creating something." 

That attitude extends beyond shoes to Jordan's body art. He started slow, 
with a single tattoo that reads "Let Love Rule" across his ribs. That one was 
from New York Adorned, and a year or so later he connected with Cris Cleen 
at Saved, who added a handful more pieces. But it was when Jordan met artist 
Thomas Hooper that he got swept away. 

"I got so zoned in I couldn't stop. I deal with creative people all day but 
Thomas is one of the most creative people I've ever met in my life. His use of 
negative space and how he uses the contours of your body to show his work 
is insane," Jordan says. 

The two started on a back piece that soon led to his shoulder, then his 
chest; now the two are working their way down Jordan's arm in a collaborative 
process, spitting ideas at one another. "I have no idea what I'm doing. I'd love 
to say I have a grand plan, but I don't. I respected Thomas as an artist first and 
am just really inspired. I'm honored to be tattooed by him." 

While there may be no master plan, one thing is for certain: Whether you are 
talking shoes or tattoos, it's safe to say that Jordan won't stop creating anytime 
soon. -Suzanne Weinstock Klein 

photo by DUSTIN COHEN 









Victoria's Secret 
underwear; Uranium 
necklace. 

Page 4 1 : Nasty Gal 
necklace; Maison Close 
bodysuit and underwear. 
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LADY DIAMOND IS A SPARKLING BLONDE MODEL WHO CUTS 
a fine, tattoo-adorned figure in front of the cam
era. Fanny Maurer is an equally striking blonde 
makeup artist with tattoos whose sole motiva
tion is to make other people look amazing for the 
camera. They are both the blonde that you see 
here. "Makeup is my true calling," says Maurer, 
who, after gracing more than 10 magazine covers, 
is leaning more toward being Fanny than Lady. 
"I prefer doing makeup. I've come a very long 
way since my first shoot as a model to what I do 
now as a makeup artist, and modeling definitely 
pushed me into doing makeup." 

Her work with the brush and the blush has also 
informed her modeling career. ''I am not shy any
more when it comes to posing now that I see girls 
doing it every day," she says. "Earlier, I didn't know 
what to do in front of the camera, and after striking 
my two favorite poses I was like, 'Huh-now what?' 
Today I am just doing it in a more natural way and I 
feel way better in front of the camera." 

Imagery has always been important for Maurer. 
She was born in northeastern France but traveled 
the world with metal bands, and that's when she 
caught the tattoo bug. Her favorite piece is the one 
on her left hand, not for any reason other than that 
it came out the way she'd envisioned it. Her least 
favorite tattoo-and the one she used to be most 
recognized for-was the star in the middle of her 

chest. "It was the most hideous tattoo, but it's now 
getting covered up by a great piece of art done by 
Alix Ge, which isn't done yet." 

Her body features tattoos of varying styles, 
some with meaning, some with absolutely none, 
like the women on her chest who were also part of 
a cover-up. "I love many styles, so it was hard for 
me to pick up only one or two," she says. "There are 
so many awesome and talented artists. My favor
ites, other than Alix Ge, are the French mascot Tin
lin, Jack Ribeiro, Alex Wuillot, Paul Acker, Alexis 
Calvie, Jondix, and there are many more. I am still 
frustrated that I haven't been tattooed by Jondix 
yet, so I'll put him at the top of my list." 

Maurer is far from being finished with her tattoo 
collection, and will only draw the line at getting 
tattoos on her belly (stretch marks) and her face 
("My dad would kill me!"). 

So Jondix, we know you are busy, but if a wom
an calls to ask for an appointment, ask if her name 
is Lady or Fanny before you tell her you're booked 
solid. -Anja Cad/ek 
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American Apparel 
bra; Clare Bare 
Shock Me 
Bodycage garter 
belt; Seven 
'til Midnight 
underwear. 
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Ian M iyawaki 
bodysuit; Uranium 

bracelet; Betsey 
Johnson necklace. 
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Ross Simons 
panther ring; vintage 

ring; stylist's own 
vintage cuff. 

Stylist: Ton Aguilar 
Hair: John Blaine using 

Number 4 Hair Care 
Makeup: Donald Simrock 

Location: Quixote Studios, 
West Hollywood, CA 
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1ghlight new ways tattoo art is influencing popular c 
nspired muralists who created pieces for the INKED 
t machines in the country, which are works of art in 
er look at a prestigious art school that teaches ta 
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JK5 (REAL NAME: JOSEPH ARI ALOI) IS 
an illustrator, painter, and tattoo 
artist from Brooklyn who has been 
making a name for himself design
ing for Kidrobot and working on 
books with Rizzoli. After he enters 
the INKED office, he pulls out a 
sketchbook and begins poring over 
a skull he drew that he plans to 
re-create as a wall-sized graphic. 
"Everything starts in a sketchbook; 
everything starts from scratch," JK5 
explains as he turns the radio to a 

classic rock station and sways to 
the sounds of Blue Oyster Cult. As 
the day progresses, a simple out
line of a skull turns into a collage 
of hidden images emphasized with 
paint markers. The most prominent 
image is a line of numbers cas
cading down the skull's forehead 
and transforming into a JK5 tag. "I 
could render this as a realistic skull, 
but it's more interesting to keep it 
open-a fun , graphic, layered ap
proach for some impact," he says. 

JK5 started layering ink on top 
of his previous tattoos when he ran 
out of room on his body. Layering 
is a common theme for him. In fact, 
the name JK5 was derived from 
a combination of his family, Luke 
Skywalker, Buddhist elements, and 
other parts of his subconscious. 

Asked to describe the artwork he's 
creating, JK5 turns and laughs. "Well, 
I just hash tagged it midnight, deep, 
space, mystical, mathematic, disco," 
he says. -Natasha Van Duser 

~Ta 0ofj 

AUSTIN SPENCER from Studio 21 
Tattoo in Las Vegas created Tattoo Fight 
Club, in which tattooists battle through 
sketches for the sake of art on lnsta

gram. The first rule of Tattoo Fight Club 
is that two artists pick a subject, decide 

vertical or horizontal, and then duel. 
#TATTOOFIGHTCLUB 

@Jexymosh 

@nathanevans32 
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LOCATED ON NEW YORK CITY'S LOWER EAST 
Side, Blind Barber is many things: 
a barbershop by day, a full-service 
bar by night, and a home for Eric 
Holmes and Ryan Joseph, two 
barbers/artists whose opposing 
aesthetics help them create eye
popping imagery, like this piece 
commissioned for our office. 

Holmes begins by sketching 
out a figure that looks a lot like 
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INKED's editor. "I've always been 
into portraits," he says from his 
perch on a ladder. 

Joseph, who is watching Holmes's 
black-and-gray figure come to life, 
explains the duo's creative process: 
"I wait for [Eric] to go first, basically, 
then I just try to wrap these crazy 
beings around his objects." 

Soon, Holmes's gentleman is 
entangled by Joseph's creation, a 

• 

• 

vibrant green and pink monster drip
ping turquoise ooze from its wart
covered tongue. 

Later, after lunch, several coats 
of paint, and a beer or two, Holmes 
and Joseph begin to outline their 
work in bold black, a technique remi
niscent of the line work in American 
traditional tattooing. 11All tattoos just 
read better if they are big, bold, and 
solid, so [with murals] every now and 

•• 

-

then I'll have a nice, thick outline and 
really just pop it," says Holmes. 

And for this mural, pop is the key 
word. The outline turns into a clever 
splattering that runs throughout the 
piece and across the office wall, 
which was stark white just hours ear
lier. As the warts and splatters come 
together, Holmes turns to Joseph 
and laughs. "We're definitely not 
desk-type guys," he says. -N. V.D. 
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Dan 
Dringenberg 
Perfection 
Machine 

Workhorse Irons 
Robusto Shader 
by Aaron Cain 

and SOBA 

The 
Claw by 
Matthew 

Amey 

Workhorse 
Irons Machine 
by Seth Cifierri 

Lucky Supply's 
One Off by Jimmy 

Whitlock, engraved 
by Mike Wilson 

@thomaspage 

@taraquinntattoos 
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DANA WOULFE BEGAN HIS CAREER AS A 
graffiti artist in Boston and success
fully transitioned his skills into com
missioned mural work, including a 
piece he worked on for Converse's 
office and another for the New York 
Red Bulls' soccer stadium. 

When he arrives to create a 
mural for the INKED office, he 
is carrying a big bag filled with 
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• 

spray paint and a respiratory mask. 
"Should I wait 'til everyone has left 
for the day to start?" he asks. 

Working with a brush first, Woulfe 
begins by laying down a whole lot of 
orange-absolutely no sketches or 
references in sight. "I try not to plan 
as much as possible," he explains. "I 
try to capture energy in my painting, 
as opposed to painting some thing." 

, .. . 
.t; . 19 -•• 

• 

One moment he is on a ladder 
working in the top left-hand corner 
of the wall, the next he is on the 
ground stenciling triangles with tape 
and black paint. As he paints, some 
of his own permanent artwork peeks 
out from under his shirt-sleeve. 

"I feel like it's rare to meet a graf
fiti artist who doesn't have tattoos 
all over," says Woulfe. "The idea 

s • 

of decorating something else and 
then decorating yourself is just tied 
together to me." 

When he finishes working, the 
piece is a testament to his earlier 
promise that he would capture 
energy; an abstract image of 
dynamic shapes bursts from the bot
tom corner of the wall as if captured 
mid-explosion. -N. V.D. 
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@its _pronounced _jovaneti 

@eddiemartineztattoos 
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he surrealist artists of the early 20th century used 
to play a game called Exquisite Corpse, in which one 
artist would start on a drawing, often of a person, and 
then pass it off to another artist, who would add his or 
her own flair and then give it to another artist, and so 
on until the work was completed. To bring the concept 
to skin we invited three tattooers from New York City's 
East Side Ink-Josh Lord, Jon Clue, and Lara Scot
ton-to fill a living canvas, model Elli Stefanidi. The tat

tooers did not consult one another about the artwork until they started adorning 
her, and they did not see the model until the day they showed up at the studio. 
The goal was to capture art and inspiration in its truest form. 

For five hours, the three artists worked simultaneously, using Copic 
markers and paint (tattooing that many body parts simultaneously would be too 
much trauma for the human body). They started on different body parts but met 
in the middle, showing not only the cohesion in tattoo art but the versatility and 
talent that can be found in a tattoo shop the caliber of East Side Ink. Working 
separately but together, they transformed their pristine canvas (save for a small 
tattoo they had to cover up) into a gallery-quality piece. Throughout the process 
they talked little; the conversation was through the artwork. The only excep
tion was when Clue explained that the Latin script he did on the model's arm 
translated roughly to "Bring the noise. Up with chaos." The finished product, 
shown here, is a dialogue of body art at its purest. 



Hair: Aiko Kahn 
Makeup: Heather Heiman 

Model: Elli Stefanidi 
Location: John Curry Studio, NY 
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CAMPBELL' W I N E 
Saved Wines is a collaboration between vintner Clay Brock, who crafted what's inside the bottle, 

and tattooer Scott Campbell, who concerned himself with what's on the outside. 

BY ROCKY RAKOVIC PHOTO BY LIZ GREEN 



SCOTT CAMPBELL is a legend in the tat
too world and out, having made his mark in the 

modern art arena and even the fashion world 
through his collaboration with Louis Vuitton. So 
when he puts his shop1s name and his artistry 
on a wine bottle, one takes notice. Saved 
Wines, launched late last summer, is the con
vergence of two artisanal craftsmen, Campbell 
and Wild Horse wine maker Clay Brock. 

Like a tattoo artist, a wine maker must have 
precision as well as vision and the ability to be 
inventive. And just like one of Campbe Ws tat
toos, the Saved Wines-a red and a rose-are 
intricate without being overdone. We sat down 
with the tattooer at his Saved Tattoo office to 
talk about his latest masterpiece. 

INKED: How did you and Clay Brock hook up 
and decide to make wine together? 
CAMPBELL: We met through a mutual 
friend, and Lake [Bell , Campbell's 
wife] and I stopped by the winery on 
a road trip. I never had an intention 
of getting involved with wine before 
meeting him, but he is so passionate 
about what he does that you know 
whatever comes from his hands is 
going to be great. I really respect 
how committed he is to his craft. 

Do you see any similarity between creat-
ing wine and creating art? Oh man, we 
could dive into the "what is art" con
versation for an hour, and then 
come out of it right here in the same 
place, just an hour older, so I' ll spare 
you that. I guess in the same way 
that any art or any tattoo happens, 
you start with an inspiration, and 
then you react to it, using whatever 
medium you are comfortable with or 
fluent in. Our media are completely 
different-his being wine, and mine 
being drawing pictures-but they 
worked well together to create 
Saved Wines. With the artwork for 
the labels, that starting point was 
Clay and his devotion to his craft, 
the symbols and superstitions asso
ciated with it and the importance he 
places on family. 

Did Clay have input on the label, and did you 
have a hand in the wine-making? Clay put 
different wines in front of me and 
got an idea of what I prefer, but I 
certainly know better than to try and 
tell someone as masterful as Clay 

how he should do his job. As for the 
drawing and design of the bottle, 
he was very trusting of me. When 
designing the wine labels, I just 
wanted to make sure that the draw
ings would do the wines justice. 

How is designing a tattoo similar to design
ing a label? Did the thought of permanence 
echo through your head when crafting the 
label? Tattoos are not permanent. 
Tattoos get old, they get sunburned, 
and they get run over by buses. 
Tattoos, like people, are ephemeral. 
I think the idea of permanence is 

something any artist should just not 
think about. It's really important to 
me to be able to create work with
out an awareness of critics or judg
ment, to be able to shut all those 
voices out and just make what feels 
right. If I were to start thinking about 
anything I'm working on as perma
nent, it puts a pressure on it that 
makes it harder to be sincere. 

Both of the wine labels utilize negative space 
rather than having a paste label slapped 
across the bottle. Was that a conscious 
decision, to use the color of the wine inside 

the bottle as part of the design? I like the 
design to be a part of the bottle, not 
just something stuck onto it. And of 
course, this way it brings transpar
ency into the design, which gives it a 
little more dimension. 

A few of the colors you used on the bottles, 
like the gold, are inks you can't really use 
in tattooing. Did the fact that you weren't 
limited by inks help you feel freer in your 
artistic process? Every medium has its 
pros and cons, different freedoms 
and limitations. It's like saying what 
you want to say, but using a differ
ent vocabulary. On wine bottles you 
have the option of shiny colors, and 
with tattoos, you have the option to 
use texture and gradients that aren't 
possible on a wine label. 

What do you hope customers discern about 
the contents of the bottle from the design? 
I didn't really think too much about 
how it would be seen by custom-
ers when designing it. I was just 
hoping that if I really put time and 
energy and my own feelings into it 
that it would resonate in the final 
product. I still hope that is true even 
if customers don't know exactly what 
was going through my head when 
drawing it up, or what the symbols 
and words mean. I just want it to be 
apparent that this is a label and a 
story that someone really put time 
and care into, and that it 's worthy of 
further investigation. 

So what's the symbolism you were refer-
ring to in the design? Oh man, it's 
nearly impossible to fully explain 
the thoughts behind every symbol 
that went into it. Some of them are 
personal references and some are 
more general. I believe symbols 
and superstitions carry whatever 
power you give them. If you have a 
lucky rabbit's foot in your pocket, 
obviously that rabbit's foot does 
not itself affect the way the world 
unfolds around you. But if you 
believe that that rabbit 's foot makes 
you luckier, you walk through the 
world differently, and you make 
yourself more open to receive luck. 
The symbol changes the way you 
approach the world, and that affects 
the way the world receives you. The 
symbols and references I put into my 
work represent positive things that 
I want to put forward, in hopes that 
good things will come back. llil 
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One half of Adult Swim's The Venture Bros. talks ink, art, and perhaps a new character for Season 6. 

BY RYAN LYNCH MCENERNEY AND ROCKY RAKOVIC PHOTOS BY AARON RICHTER 

Doc Hammer is a true artist. He paints, he plays in a shoe-gazing band called Weep, and along 
with Jackson Publick, he produces/writes/voices/everythings the most thoughtful cartoon on 
the air, The Venture Bros. In a Golden Age of television, Hammer and Publick create animated 
literature with comic relief. While sketching out Season 6, which is still a ways away from airing 
on Adult Swim, he invited INKED into his New York City apartment to chat about art and tattoos. 
Covering Hammer's body are designs from both bands he's been in and signatures of his heroes, 
mostly artists like Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Gustave Moreau, Rembrandt, and Whistler. The work 
has been done by house scratchers and greats like Alex Sherker and Michelle Myles, whom he 
asked to make his tattoos look like they were done in people's mother's kitchens. Hammer loves 
the look, as he explains, "A child does a drawing, you put it on the refrigerator, and when he 
comes back from college does he fucking fix it? You look at the drawing and say, 'Remember 
when you did this?' It's a reminder of that moment." 

INKED: What, to you, is The Venture Bros. about? 
DOC HAMMER: The show is about failure. And I've 
had to really think about that, as we are in the 
internet age and it is powerful to say something 
short so that people can absorb and regurgitate it. 

Who do you write for? If you write from a place of 
truth, it has universal resonance. What we write 
is much closer to old Broadway than it is to TV. 
There is a Neil Simon aspect to what we do, that 
is deep in character, and then when we have 
these [pop and not-so-pop culture] references on 
top you can sell them to people. It's hard to sell 
a show where you are supposed to give a shit 
about a guy in a butterfly costume and his rela
tionship with a woman who has a man's voice. 

Especially with Dr. Girlfriend (the woman with a man's 
voice), there is an absence of femininity. Our show is a 

strange, feral world of men. Any time a woman 
shows up she says, Oh my God, grow the fuck 
up! I don't think that we do it intentionally, I think 
we just hate ourselves. 

Speaking of Broadway, you have incorporated music in the 
form of Hank Venture's band, Shallow Gravy. People ask 
if we ever had more songs and I think they are 
out of their minds-there is no way that anybody 
likes singing in cartoons. To this day there is an 
8-year-old boy in me that says, "Fuck, singing's 
going to happen," and I'm grabbing the remote. 
It ruined every musical that I've watched. Did you 
watch that fucking movie Les Miserables? They 

never fucking talk! You want to claw your eyes 
out. I made it through a solid 45 minutes and for 
that I thought my TV would issue prizes-maybe 
if I made it an hour I would have gotten a switch
blade comb. If The Venture Bros. ever revved 
up the motorcycle to jump that shark, Shallow 
Gravy is in the pool. 

The visual of Hank Venture dressed up like Fonzie diving 
into a pool of shallow gravy is epic. Now that I said the 

shark-jumping thing, it is canon and people are 
going to say, "You jumped the shark." Damn, I've 
fucked myself by saying that. 

It seems like you are very aware of internet comments. The 

internet age has altered all of our behavior. It's not 
a bad thing, it's just a thing. A lot of people use the 
internet poorly. They get on it and they think that 
because they are in their pajamas and the room 
is dark that nobody is paying attention. They go 
through these asinine tirades and then they have to 
deal with the regret. You learn responsibility by just 
seeing that happen around you, or once in your 
youth when you were a jackass. 

Do you have one of those stories from your youth? I got my 

girlfriend's parents kicked off of AOL back in the 
day. I went into a chat room saying that I was 9, 
but I was older, and I threatened a kid that I was 
going to "Slice him anus to mouth, gut him, and 
wear him like a pair of house slippers." Which I 
thought was funny. When I say it now it is hor
rific, and even then it didn't work because the kid 
said, "Fuck you." Then I said, "I am going to shove 
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"TATTOOS ARE LIKE TAKING OFF YOUR SUIT AND YOU ARE WEARING A SUPERMAN COSTUME." 

my hand up your ass and work you like a Charlie 
McCarthy doll." It was the Charlie McCarthy refer
ence that gave away that I wasn't 9. 

Do you read internet comments on The Venture Bros.? I used 
to read that crap and I'd get angry because people 
didn't get it. The worst is when they make predic
tions. If we catch them and it's something that we 
are planning-well, we got to throw that out now. 

Where do your ideas come from? We are not reinvent
ing the wheel-we have driven the car to stupid 
places, but the wheel is there. The characters 
come from exactly the place that you think they 
would come from. Some of them come from the 
dumbest fucking name that you would think they 
would come from. Some of the things Jackson and 
I come up with just sound hilarious to us and then 
they become part of the world. Like Spider Skull 
Island was just something I said and we made it 
real. The idiocy of a Spider Skull, which made two 
grown men giggle, becomes canon. We're piling 
up bad ideas and puns and making them live. 

Any new characters we can look forward to? I have been 
trying to come up with a guy called G. Gordon 
Lightfoot. Which is G. Gordon Liddy and Gordon 
Lightfoot. I got the G. Gordon Liddy part-kills a 
man with his thumb-as we all have vague memo
ries of G. Gordon Liddy. But Gordon Lightfoot, all 
I know is that I think he is Canadian. He doesn't 
have a famous haircut or anything. One day I will 
find a way to make G. Gordon Lightfoot work, 
because that is a great name. 

And you have characters with tattoos. Brock's got a 
naked guy on him. And 21 has a tramp stamp of 
a butterfly from the same tattoo parlor. 21 also 
has a belly rocker that says Hench 4 Life. That's 
funny, it's hard-core. 

Do you have any early recollections of tattoos? When I was 

a kid I saw a guy get into a fight. He looked like a 
regular guy dressed up, but when he took his shirt 
off he was covered in just an unbelievable amount 
of prison tattoos. I almost crapped myself. I found 
it to be the most beautiful, the most arcane, the 
most martial thing I have ever seen. It looked like 
he had come to fucking play. That second skin, 
that idea that he said, ''I am this." Tattoos are like 
taking off your suit and you are wearing a Super
man costume. I have turned myself into a monster, 
do you want to fight this? It is an image that I have 
been stuck with. Now when I take off my shirt I am 
a different person. 

When did you start working on your second skin? I was 
in my teens-I got my first band tattooed on my 
shoulder. I wanted that kind of dirty connection 
with the band, and it was done when tattoos 
were still illegal in New York. I was in Brooklyn in 
somebody's fucking apartment and the first thing 
you did when you walked in back then is look 
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for an autoclave. You didn't go in with this blind 
trust; you needed to know what was going on 
the whole time. You would hear his mom scream, 
"What are you doing up there?" When you get 
your first tattoo as a kid it is fucking awesome 
because there is a moment where the pain is 
nothing but there's the pain of permanency. Your 
body loses the ability to take in air properly, your 
heart rises, your head gets heavy, and your face 
gets sweaty-and then you have this guy who 
goes, uoh, I can make a bat out of this." No! One, 
he is fucking it up and to save it he wants to make 
a bat out of your logo. All the panic you have right 
then is about calming him down and focusing on 
driving him through it all because he wanted to 
make your tattoo into the shape of a bat. 

Bats were definitely popular. Yes, and this was well 
before the age of when TV told you that every tat
too was a death memorial. Back then you could just 
get badass tattoos. It wasn't like, "Why do you have 
an octopus, because your child died of cancer?" 
No, you like the fucking octopus. Everybody has 
turned into walking coffins, for Christ's sake-it is 
like a graveyard on you. I have no death memorials 
and it never occurred to me that when something 
bad happens I want to look at it all the time. 

You have a very particular style to your work. People can 
take all the money that they want and get the best 
tattoos, but can you go get a bullshit, blown-out, 
faded , poorly done line? You can't; you have to 
wait 20 fucking years and have a memory of a 
kitchen. I love that; I think it is so beautiful. What 
people call a bad tattoo I think is an awesome tat
too. It is the idiot college thing that you did-don't 
touch it up, don't put a flower over it, be proud of 
that thing. There's a beauty to it. It is this lovely 
choice that you made. They are beautiful. I get 
emotional thinking about how beautiful some of 
the most janked-up tattoos are. 

To you, janky tattoos can be art? If you make a good 
decision you never have to go back on it. We are 
an amalgamation of our choices, so make good 
ones. I made a good decision when I was younger 
to get a tattoo that looks, dare I say, Russian 
prison style, and what I consider tribal tattoos. 
Now what tribal has come to mean in the nomen
clature are those weird lines that guys get that is 
some very specific kind of surfboard aesthetic. 
What fucking tribe is that? My designs look tribal 
because I am connected to something. 

Do you see a lot of The Venture Bros. tattoos? I have seen tat

toos of me on people and that is freaky. But to see 
the Venture stuff, when I was designing them I did 
them under the aesthetic that these were going to 
be eternal designs, so they make good tattoos. 

Will you ever get a Venture tattoo? I always considered 
it but I'll see somebody with one and say I can't 
do it. In the old days I wanted to do the Guild's 

dragon-the one that was for the protectors of 
the Orb-which was like a circle with a big sword 
through it with a dragon. 

But the window for that passed? I think about all the tat

toos that I would have gotten at a certain age. As 
a kid it would have been all Star Trek logos. Then 
there's that realm of the stupid Black Flag logo, 
the Misfits skull, the Bad Brains, some bullshit, a 
Dag Nasty logo on your back. I could totally have 
hardcore bands on me if it were not for the grace 
of tattooers not tattooing a 10-year-old. 

What are most of your tattoos? My tattoos are all art-
ist signatures or bands. I am a big proponent of 
standing on the backs of giants. Painting means 
the world to me; it is kind of how I understand the 
world. There is painting in every aspect of writ
ing, there is painting in every aspect of music-it 
is the understanding and decoding of something. 
And these are important people to me. There is 
a reason why Rembrandt is the last tattoo on my 
right hand-the last sentiment that I want to make 
is that his perfection can guide my hand. And 
he's my favorite band-my best favorite band. 
You know how you have the favorite band that 
you loved as a kid and then you have a favorite 
band that you keep listening to but don't like that 
much? Maybe it was Captain Beefheart or Zappa 
and then there is this kind of band that was a bit 
challenging and then when you get it, the heavens 
open up and that's all you want in your life, it's 
sublime. Rembrandt is my adult love. He is my 
song, he is my jam! 

You write, you play music, and you create art. What do you 
see yourself as? When I close my eyes and go, What 
am I? It's a painter. It is tough being me, man, I'm 
going to give you a lamentation that involves some 
brutal self-awareness and sounds egocentric but 
it really is not: The idea of being somebody who 
does multidisciplines doesn't go over well. People 
go, "Oh, Fred Gwynne paints? Oh, Herman 
Munster paints pictures of houses." The idea that 
you can take something deadly serious and do it 
across the board isn't well received. 

Do you think you'll be remembered as a painter? I have 
been painting far longer and it is strong-it is as 
strong as the The Venture Bros. but it is not The 
Venture Bros. It doesn't even appeal to the same 
people. Same thing with the band-I want people 
to find the band and then as a footnote learn 
about me. But selling Weep to Venture fans is like 
owning a tobacco and chocolate store. If some
one comes in for some chocolate you tell them, 
"And you are going to want a cigarette." They are 
two fine things-and yes, I am saying that a ciga
rette is a fine thing-but they are not for the same 
thing. I do art in three different ways. In my heart 
of hearts, in my most egocentric moments, I think 
hopefully people will sort this out and say, "He's 

just a fucking artist."'" 

To read a longer version of this interview visit inkedmag.com/hammer. 
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These aren't 
your mama's 
knits. 
PHOTOS BY 
THOMAS LIGGETT 

CAPSANDRDBBERS Clockwise from top left: Unit S.O.B beanie, 
unifclothing.com; O'Neill PBR beanie, oneillclothing.com; Booger 
Kids RPC Porn beanie, boogerkids.com; HUF Worldwide 
Domestic beanie, hufworldwide.com; Crooks & Castles Bastards 
Pennant beanie, crooksncastles.com; The Hundreds Peek-A 
beanie, thehundreds.com; Undefeated Tiger beanie, zumiez.com; 
Rip N Dip We Out Here beanie, ripndipclothing.com. 
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FLEECE NAVIDAD Clockwise from top left: ASOS Beer Can 
sweater, us.asos.com; Shredders Knitted "W" sweater, 
shreddersapparel.com; Akomplice XXXmas Knit 
sweater, akomplice-clothing.com; Glamour Kills Yeah 
sweater, glamourkills.com; LA Police Gear Snowman 
sweater, lapolicegear.com. Center: Tipsy Elves Yellow 
Snow sweater, tipsyelves.com. 
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PART 3 OF ONE MAN'S JOURNEY 
INTO THE ELITE WORLD OF TATTOO

ING ART AND CULTURE. 

BY JOHN BUFFALO MAILER 
PHOTOS BY KATRINA EUGENIA 

uffalo and Katrina were back for round 
two, this time at Graceland, Josh's tattoo 
shop in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Josh had 
another shop, East Side Ink, on the lower 
East Side. That shop had become so suc
cessful that Josh opened Graceland, and 
that had been so successful that Josh 
decided to fulfill a childhood dream and 
open a bar around the corner from East 
Side Ink, V-Bar on St. Marks Place and 1st 
Avenue. Within a few years of moving to 
NYC, Josh had managed to successfully 
flip being one of the most desired tattoo 
artists in the city into becoming the owner 
of three businesses. Now he was showing 
up at the shop to do the next round on 
Buffalo's arm, ink in exchange for ink, as 
Buffalo had been commissioned to write 
a piece about the experience. 

Something about that particularly appealed to Buffalo, the ink-for-ink 
exchange. Is this how each of them would survive in a society governed by 
the bartering system? After all, they were living in a time when one hack could 
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take on the U.S. banking conglomerate and could rule all credit null and void. 
Would the technological revolution ultimately bring everything full circle to a 
time when one had to trade whatever skills he brought to the world for what
ever he needed to survive in it, be it food, water, air, or a new tattoo? Was 
this a plausible scenario? 

His morbid thoughts were cut short by Josh suggesting they grab a bite to 
eat around the corner at a place called Beco, so they could continue the inter
view and discuss what they were going to do to Buffalo's shoulder that evening. 

"Steak sandwich looks good, doesn't it?" Buffalo said, noticing his South
ern drawl coming out. It was one of three accents he would fall into whenever 
he was not paying attention to his cadence. There was the neutral accent, 
which he put on whenever speaking in front of a crowd or at a fancy New York 
cocktail party. That was the accent he had learned at Andover and Wesleyan, 
a creation designed to give whomever he was talking to no evidence of where 
or what or who he came from. It was a device that had morphed into an uncon
scious reflex. The other two were more guttural, Brooklyn and Arkansas, due to 
the disparate parts of the country Buffalo's parents had come from. His father 
was, among many things, a rare roughneck Jewish intellectual from Brooklyn 
who grew up during the Great Depression and came of age fighting in World 
War II. Buffalo's mother, on the other hand, came from mule-skinning pioneers 
in the heartland of Arkansas and was 26 years younger than his father. The 
result of this mix created, as Buffalo liked to call himself, a Jewish Cowboy, a 
man whose pride comes from being comfortable walking into any type of bar 
in the continental United States. 

But Buffalo had worked with a speech coach to learn how to control both 
his Brooklyn and Arkansas tongues in order to become a character actor. He 
had proved successful and was now the proud owner of a non-accent. But 
after a few drinks, when he was not paying attention, one or the other would 
come out, depending on how the person he was talking to made him feel. Josh 
was bringing out the Southern accent, which Buffalo fell into when he was at 
ease with a person-a good thing, as it would have really honked not to feel 
comfortable with the guy who had penetrated him with an electric needle a 
week and a half earlier. 

"Did you say you wanted another beer?" Josh asked him. The employees at 
this restaurant, just like those at the bar they had gone to after Buffalo's first 
tattoo session, were treating Josh like an egoless emperor, hopping to at his 
every need. Buffalo would not have been surprised if Josh snapped his fingers 
and a belly dancing beauty suddenly appeared at their table. 

"Absolutely. Thank you. What are you having?" Buffalo innocently inquired, 
wondering how much Josh was going to drink before they began. 

"Jameson. Simple and elegant. For the sake of the interview, there's sup
posed to be no drinking," Josh laughed. 

For the sake of the interview? Buffalo mused to himself. What about for the 
sake of my arm, Josh? What about that? I'm about to trust you to ink me for life, 
and you're shooting back brown liquor?! Due to the time constraints of Josh's 
schedule, the only way to get this tattoo done would be for Josh to work on 
Buffalo's piece after hours, when the tattooing in the shop is done on friends 
in a party-like atmosphere. But Josh assured him that he would not drink to the 
point of affecting his tattoo skills. 

"Nice." Buffalo turned to the waiter. "You know, can I do a shot of Jameson 
as well. I like to get my tattoo artists liquored up before we go into a session." 
Uneasy laughter, but Buffalo was not worried, not in any real way. He had 
already experienced the laser-beam focus Josh brought to the table when
ever he put his needle to flesh. It was a focus strong enough to penetrate any 
fogged-up layers a little booze might provide. Like Yoda, Josh did not need to 
try when he was tattooing someone. He just did it perfectly, sometimes in ways 
that were so deep they took time for the person getting the ink to know exactly 
how perfect their particular tattoo was for them. 

Buffalo asked Josh about his childhood, and his eyes lit up as he talked 
about how he'd loved Cape Cod ever since he'd landed there when he was 15 
and first ran away from home. Buffalo was recording the conversation, as he 
anticipated it would be essential to record everything he could for this piece, 
Hunter S. Thompson style. He was seasoned enough at this point to know that 



"A r t 
take 

is whatever you 

from it. It's a 
language. You are 
t r y i n g t 0 speak t 0 

somebody without 
anything." 

I 

saying 

in order to scratch at the truth of what was going to transpire during the course 
of this assignment, he must collect hours and hours of audio files, not think too 
much about it until the piece was complete-then when all was said and done, 
sit down, listen to the journey straight through, and figure out what it meant. 

A section of the transcript from the pre-tattoo dinner: 

LORD: When I first left home, it was my junior year of high school. I hitchhiked out 
to Cape Cod from Rochester. 
BUFFALO: Why Cape Cod? 
L: It's a little confusing, my family. But my stepfamily had a house out there that 
I was very fond of. In Woods Hole. But when I got there, I had to break into our 
family house, 'cause no one was there. I didn't break anything, but that did get 
me into a lot of trouble with our family over the years. 
B: But if you're breaking into the family house, and you're part of the family, is it 
really breaking in? Or just using a creative key? 
L: Indeed. But that was one night, and then I basically stayed out there for that 
whole summer. 
B: In the house? 
L: No, no, just that one night. 
B: Where'd you go the next day? 
L: Well, I wandered around aimlessly all over the Cape. Fell in with a nice group 
of people. And there was an amazingly lucky circumstance, where someone 
was going away for the summer and in an incredibly generous gesture that still 
boggles my mind, let me stay on his houseboat for the summer. 
B: Someone you had just met? 
L: Yeah, pretty much. 
B: Was it a young kid? 
L: He was probably in his early 20s at the time, and I was a young 15-year-old 
at the mercy of the world. But luckily the world at the time was not the danger
ous world I experienced in some other places I've lived. Cape Cod is maybe 
the last world you can let your kids roll around alone in and none of them will be 
kidnapped at the end of the day. 

Josh looked at his watch, ever mindful of making the best use of his limited 
time, but he didn't feel it in his wrist, the clients whose tattoos he had started on 
and not yet completed weighing on him like a chain around his neck connected 

to an iron ball. "I didn't have one day off in the last 12," Josh said. "And four of 
those days I was working until four in the morning." 

Buffalo asked if Josh thought they'd get his piece done before he and his girl
friend, Katrina, were to take off in two weeks for a buddy's wedding in Colorado. 
He hoped to get a lot of this story done on the plane, but would not be able to 
start writing until they finished the piece. How else could he understand what the 
hell it was all about, what the deeper meaning of it all would turn out to be? Josh 
was optimistic that they would only need one more session after this evening. 

As Josh was finishing the last of his first and only beer, Buffalo realized that 
eventually he was going to have to figure out some way to explain Josh's artistry 
to an audience that knows its shit. So he asked, "Do you like explaining your 
art?" Was he hoping to get an easy answer with that question? 

"No, I really hate it. A lot of art nowadays, particularly in the highbrow places, 
it could be anything, anything that we see in front of us. But if you explain it well, 
then it becomes legitimate art." Josh held up the last sip of beer in his mug. 
"The reason that I made this glass with just a little bit of beer in it, is because 
of the dichotomy of the lower class from the middle ages and the people that 
suffered during the Boxer revolution." 

"I'm so sick and tired of explaining shit!" burst out Katrina. Buffalo was 
slightly uneasy with the connection he was seeing between her and Josh. He 
felt compelled to say something witty and true about art, but the best he could 
muster was, "It speaks for itself." 

They both looked at him, unsure of what he meant by that. "What is art?" 
he tried to recover, but had no idea what he was trying to say. "Art is whatever 
you take from it." 

Josh saw his floundering and quickly hopped in to save him. "It's a lan
guage," the philosophical tattooist said. "You're really trying to speak to some
body without saying anything." 

"Yeah!" said Katrina, who was without a doubt turned on, at least in Buffalo's 
mind. Fuck. I hope Josh doesn't steal my girlfriend. The whiskey was strong 
with Buffalo by this point. 

As they sampled the homemade traditional hot sauces Beco offered, Buffalo 
tried to take the reins and bring it back to his playing field, back to where he 
could stand on equal ground. He shifted into journalist mode, turning Josh once 
again into the subject instead of the guy who was doing the work. Was this for 
the assignment, or simply to save face with his girlfriend? Was Josh his friend, 
or a serpent in the garden, come to steal his paradise? llil 

Over the course of a year, INKED will be serializing John Buffalo Mailer's literary tattoo memoir. If you missed the first two installments, visit inkedmag.comlbuffalo to read them. 
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Fred Perry shirt and 
hat; John Varvatos 

pants and suspenders; 
Dr. Martens shoes; 

Dsquared2 bracelet. 



John Varvatos shirt, 
jacket, and pants; 
G-Star Raw bow 

tie; Topman pocket 
square; Billy Rebs 

bracelets. 





artens shirt; 
ellerose jeans; 
icine Creative 
boots; Makins 
hat; Billy Rebs 

bracelets and ring. 



... 
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ASOS shirt; 
Shades of Grey 

jacket and pants; 
Dr. Martens 

shoes; Topman 
collar chain. 





, 
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Op po 'f page: Left: Officine 
Creative leather jacket and boots; 
Rag & Bone T-shirt; Foxhead 
pants; Billy Rebs rings; VonZipper 
sunglasses. Middle: Tripp NYC coat 
and pants; ASOS shoes; Versani 
bracelet; Billy Rebs rings. Right: 
Diesel denim shirt; G-Star Raw jeans; 
Officine Creative boots; Fred Perry 
hat; Billy Rebs bracelets and ring; 
stylist's own wallet chain. 

-

Tripp NYC blazer and 
pants; ASOS shoes; 

Billy Rebs rings; 
Versani bracelet; 
stylist's own belt. 

Stylist: Tomoko Yano 
for LVA Artists 

Stylist assistants: Narae Jeon 
and Miyuki Kobayashi 

Grooming: Adam Maclay 
for Artists by Timothy Priano 

Models: Keem White at Red NYC; 
Charlie Himmelstein and Taejahn 

Taylor at Request Models 
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Get inside the head of the next-level tattoo artist and 
one of the most creative minds in all of the art world. 

BY LANI BUESS 
PORTRAITS BY ODESSV BARBU 

Piece by piece, Nikko Hurtado may 
have been the best tattooer on 
LA Ink. While he didn't get deeply 
involved with the show's on-camera 
drama, Hurtado did tattoos that 
outshined superfluous in-fighting 
and demanded to be seen. If you 
are a Hurtado fan you know his 
pieces: super-bright, ridiculously 
detailed color work. If you are 
unfamiliar with his work, you've 
probably seen one of his tattoos in 
passing but didn't know it was a 
Hurtado piece. If you've seen your 
friends post an amazing tattoo 
portrait of Steve Jobs, Bill Murray 
from The Life Aquatic With Steve 
Zissou, or Willie Nelson on social 
media, they probably should have 
tagged him. Hurtado doesn't just 
tattoo portraits of celebrities, he 
also has a robust A-list clientele 
that includes Drake and Cheryl Cole 
(see page 14). Enjoy his words
and his amazing work. 



INKED: We understand your grandfather and 
uncles had homemade tattoos. What was it 
about those tattoos that piqued your interest 
in the medium? 
NIKKO HURTADO: They were just cool to 
me. They were nothing special, just 
black-and-gray prison-style tattoos, 
but to me it was different than anyone 
else and I just found that interesting. 
My grandpa had my grandmother's 
name, Lucy, tattooed on his hand, 
and now I do as well. It's now my 
daughter's name. I looked up to my 
grandpa and lost him when I was 10, 
so it's a small reminder of him as well. 

What is it about art that has always interested 
you? Art has always been a part of 
my life. I loved cartoons and comic 
books. When I was young I loved to 
draw anything I saw, from the room 
I was sitting in to trying to replicate 
illustrations in comic books. As I've 
gotten older, I've grown to appreciate 
fine art. I've had the opportunity to 
visit many museums around the world 
and see beautiful paintings in person. 

Art is something that I've always felt 
I've wanted and needed to do. 

You drew throughout your childhood, but you 
wound up working in construction for about 
three years before you began tattooing. I 
drew ever since I could remember-I 
took art classes in high school and 
even Saturday art classes at the local 
art center. Due to circumstances in 
my life at a young age, I didn't gradu
ate high school. I started working 
painting houses with a friend. It wasn't 
something that I loved, but it did teach 
me about hard work and being proud 
of doing a good job. I appreciate that 
time in my life as it was a learning 
experience, but I am happy that my 
career path went in another direction. 

How did you go from construction work to 
embarking on a tattoo career? I used to 
work painting houses with Mike 
DeMasi. He eventually left the job 
to pursue tattooing and open a 
shop of his own. I had come by a 
few times to his shop to say hello 

''I HAVE A LOT OF FRIENDS WHO 
ARE PAINTERS AND I LOOK TO 
THEM AND THEIR WORK TO 
FIGURE OUT REALISM RATHER 
THAN LOOKING AT OTHER TATTOOS. 
PAINTING HAS REALLY SHOWN ME 
HOW TO ADD DIMENSION IN MY 
TATTOOS AND SHOWN ME HOW TO 
USE COLOR IN A DIFFERENT WAY." 

and see how his business was 
doing. He had offered me an oppor
tunity to apprentice. I quit working 
construction immediately, and it just 
took off from there. 

You're known for your impressive color por
traiture work. Why the interest in portraiture 
specifically? And color? I think it comes 
from when I was young and I would 
draw things from life and try to make 
it look as realistic as I could, like 
faces. I feel like it transferred into 
my tattoos. It's not something that 
was intentional, I guess, but what 
I was drawn to. I feel like when a 
portrait is done properly, people can 
relate to seeing the image, people 
can connect with the tattoo. For 
example, when you see a famous 
portrait it will remind you of your 
own family member, or a famous 
face will make you think about that 
movie the person was in. I like color 
because it was more of a challenge 
for me. People seem to like my color 
work and I am happy to do it. It's 
challenging and fun to try to get the 
colors to look the way I want. 

What's your artistic process on a tattoo? 
When I was doing more movie por
traits it was pretty straightforward: 
Bring in the photo, stencil, tattoo. 
Although I still love doing movie por
traits, my clients seem to want large
scale tattoos. Nowadays it's more 
of a collaboration between me and 
my client. They come with the idea, 
possibly some reference photos, 
and we will spend the day designing 

the piece, making it fit the body well. 
We use the computer to lay out the 
design. If it's a large tattoo then I will 
make a large stencil and, hopefully, 
if it's not too late, start tattooing. 
Those types of tattoos take several 
sessions and a large commitment for 
me and the client. 

You also do beautiful oil paintings. How has 
painting influenced your tattooing? Thank 

you. I tattooed before I started doing 
oil paintings. Tattooing has done 
so much for me, such as allow-
ing me to travel around the world. 
I have had the privilege of being 
able to see old master paintings in 
person. I also have a lot of friends 
who are painters, and I look to them 
and their work to figure out realism 
rather than looking at other tattoos. I 
think there is a lot of information on 
realism in the art world. Painting has 
really shown me how to add dimen
sion in my tattoos and shown me 
how to use color in a different way. 

You have been tattooing since 2002. How 
has your work evolved? Since 2002 my 
portrait work and color work have 
changed dramatically. Back then, I 
didn't really have a method to my tat
tooing-I just kind of went for it and 
didn't really understand how to do 
color realism. Since then I have been 
on a quest to understand. There was 
no one who taught me one thing, 
like, "This is what you need to know 
to do color realism"-it's been more 
like trial and error. I took seminars 
on tattooing, read books, traveled, 
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''WHEN SOMEONE E-MAILS 
ME AND TELLS ME THEY 
HAVE BEEN WATCHING 
MY CAREER SINCE LA INK 
AND NOW THEY ARE 18 AND 
WANT A TATTOO, THAT'S 
PRETTY CRAZY." 

and worked with different artists. 
It's been a learning experience and 
I know I will never stop learning. I 
hope to continue to grow as an artist 
and person as time goes on. 

You have appeared on LA Ink and Tattoo 
Wars. Have your TV appearances altered your 
views on the tattoo industry? The tattoo 
shows were interesting at the time. 
I'm thankful for that because my work 
was shown on TV worldwide. 

Do you think that the shows have helped 
your career? It's obviously given me 
a better life because I have a lot 
of people wanting to get tattooed 
by me. I'm thankful for that. People 
sometimes recognize me when I 
am out and that's pretty surreal. It 
doesn't really alter my view on the 
tattoo industry because at the end 
of the day I'm just a tattooer and it 
doesn't define me or my art. 

The funny thing is, when LA Ink 
and Tattoo Wars aired it was taboo 
for a tattoo artist to be on TV. Now it 
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seems that everyone is running out 
and getting on these competition 
shows, and the people that are on 
these shows are the ones who were 
condemning these same shows. It's 
helped me because it's made me 
more popular in the sense that so 
many people contact me to get tat
tooed. When someone e-mails me 
and tells me they have been watch
ing my career since LA Ink and now 
they are 18 and want a tattoo, that's 
pretty crazy. Or they never consid
ered getting a tattoo until they saw 
my work. That's pretty cool. 

Whafs a day in the life of Nikko Hurtado 
like? A day in the life of Nikko is one 
of two days. It's either me getting 
up for work, spending all day at 
the shop tattooing or painting and 
staying really late-or the other kind 
of day would be just hanging with 
my kids, watching Adventure Time 
cartoons on the couch, or a trip to 
Disneyland, where no tattoo or art
related stuff is going on. 

What's your waiting list like? I don't 
really have a wait list. I get so many 
requests for tattoos, and while 
I appreciate every single one, I 
can't possibly put a wait list out 
there. It would take me a long time 
to get through all them! I usually 
book out two, three months at a 
time. If the client has a cool idea 
we'll go ahead and set it up. I just 
choose what would be the most 
fun or interesting pieces to do. My 
schedule can be crazy so it's hard 
to plan my life out more than a few 
months at a time. I travel a lot and try 
to fit in time with my family, so I just 
encourage my potential clients to be 
persistent with e-mailing. 

If the topic of portraiture work comes up, your 
name is sure to follow. What do you think it 
is about your particular style that resonates 
with people? I don't really know. There 
are so many amazing tattoo artists 
out there doing color portrait and 
black-and-gray portrait work, like Bob 
Tyrrell. At the time color realism style 
started, there were only a handful of 
people approaching it in a different 
way. I guess I took a lot of chances 
early on using different techniques. 
Truthfully, I don't really know why my 
style resonates with people. 

Working so long in a particular career has 
the tendency to burn a person out. So how 
do you avoid that? What keeps you going? I 
took a couple months off recently to 

paint. I was given the opportunity to 
have a solo art show at CoproGallery 
in Santa Monica. Hopefully that will 
reinvigorate my inspiration to tattoo. 
What keeps me from getting burned 
out is my desire to be better than the 
day before. I love tattooing. There's 
something new every day. I don't think 
I will ever not tattoo. This break from 
tattooing has been good, though, and 
I am happy to get back to it. 

Where do you see yourself 1 O years from 
now? My goals always change. I hope 
to be creating beautiful paintings 
and tattoos, still learning, still work
ing hard. I hope to travel more and 
see more of the world, show my kids 
the world. My daughter wants to go 
to Japan and I hope to visit again 
with her. I can just hope to have a 
great life and be the best I can be. 

You've appeared on TV and tattooed celebri
ties. What has been the most memorable 
moment for you so far? To be honest, 
tattooing has given me so many 
memorable moments. It's given me 
a life that I couldn't even dream up. 
Tattooing celebrities has been fun 
and great experiences, but the best 
times have been traveling to other 
countries, meeting new people, 
and appreciating other cultures. It's 
very humbling. LI~ 

Black Anchor Collective, 13567 Main St., 
Hesperia, CA, 760-244-1800, nikkohurtado.com 

To see more tattoos go to inkedmag.com. 
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BANG 
BANG 

NYC 
26 Clinton St. 
New York, NY 

212-388-1211 
bangbangnyc.com 

BY NATASHA VAN DUSER 
PORTRAIT BY JONATHAN MANNION 
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There is no such thing as a typical 
day at work when you are part of the 
Bang Bang NYC family. Any given 
moment, you may come in and find 
yourself in the middle of an exclusive 
New York City art gallery, or playing 
a round of mini golf with some of 
the best tattooists in the business, 
or even hanging out with one of the 
New York Knicks. 

Keith McCurdy-better known 
as Bang Bang-first reached the 
public's eye when he tattooed 
Rihanna almost eight years ago, but 
he started his career tattooing out 
of his mom's kitchen at 18, then 
working at Paul Booth's Last Rites 
Tattoo Theater. From there things 

took off, and he's now one of the 
most sought-after artists due to 
the fact that his clients-and their 
body art-constantly appear in print, 
from the pages of Rolling Stone to 
People magazine. In 201 3, Bang 
Bang decided to open his own shop 
in New York City's Lower East Side. 

He chose a location on Clinton 
Street because he was so famil-
iar with the vibe of the area. "My 
favorite restaurant is in this neigh
borhood so I wanted to be close," 
he says. "I've been coming up and 
down this street for years now and 
when it was time to open shop, it 
was really natural for me to look 
around this street. This was the first 

store I saw-and it was perfect." 
But location alone does not make a 

business; the staff is key. "I really want 
the first-timer to feel welcome when 
they come get tattooed, so I wanted 
the right kind of artists that feel the 
same way I do," he says. "I also try to 
be really, really well rounded." 

To make sure all styles of tattoo
ing are covered, Bang Bang NYC 
keeps a constant flow of top-notch 
guest artists coming through the 
shop, including California-based 
illustrative tattooist London Reese 
and China's own Little Dragon. 

Jon Mesa, one of the first artists 
Bang Bang brought aboard, loves 
the staff diversity. "I love everybody 

To see more tattoos go to inkedmag.com. 



Clockwise from below: tattoo by Jon Mesa; tattoo by Little Dragon; tattoo by 
Cally Jo; tattoo by El-e Mags; tattoo by Bang Bang; tattoo by Anatole; tattoo 
by Tye Harris; tattoo by Elizabeth Markov; tattoo by Shey Haf-Ded. 

that comes by. Everybody that 
comes in brings something new to 
the table, whether it's artistically or 
just their personality." 

Every now and then, however, 
some guest artists decide they don't 
want to leave-as was the case with 
black-and-gray portrait artist Tye 
Harris, who just recently became a 
full member of the team. "The vibe 
is really laid-back," says Harris. "It 
does not feel like a tattoo shop at 
all, which is pretty welcoming for the 
clientele. It's more of a gallery-style 
setup. It's very New York." 

On most days, Bang Bang NYC 
actually does double as an art gal
lery, showcasing new work that ends 

up influencing the artists who work 
there. "It's a very artsy neighbor
hood," Mesa says. "And it's very 
inspiring to be around other creative 
people in many different industries." 
The shop has worked with Allison 
Smith, who curated the inaugural 
show, as well as artists Dark Cloud 
and David Pappaceno. They also 
do charity work, including a show 
where they auctioned off celebrity 
kisses from stars like Rihanna and 
Rita Ora to raise money for animal 
rescue charities. 

Since the doors opened, big 
names like Lenny Kravitz, Cara 
Delevingne, and even Justin 
Bieber have stopped by to get tat-

tooed. But one of the shop's main 
goals is to ensure a friendly environ
ment, so it's equipped with movable 
mural-adorned walls and its own 
stylized backyard to accommodate 
whomever the clientele may be. "It's 
comforting," Bang remarks when 
asked why a tattoo shop in Manhat
tan should have a backyard. "Some
times you need a little bit of nature 
in your life, so there are some trees 
back there and you can sit back, 
goof off, hang out. Our schedules 
are so tight and we're so packed 
that it's hard to stay on schedule 
all the time. It's so people can 
relax. You can just hang out, have a 
drink, and play some mini golf." IJil 
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WANG 
VISIT: TATTOOTEMPLE.HK 

INKED: With Hong Kong having its first tat
too convention, do you feel like the culture is 
embracing tattoo art? 
WANG: It is commonplace for people 
in Hong Kong to cover their tattoos 
around the older generations. There 
is still a strong stigma against the 
tattooed for those over 50, but in 
Hong Kong more and more people 
have visible and quite often nice
looking tattoos. 

Are most of your clients from Hong Kong? 

Most of our clients fly in from over
seas for their artwork. Because our 
waiting lists range from five to 36 
months, we are not able to do tat
toos for walk-ins. But there are more 
locals coming in for tattoo art now, 
especially compared to even three 
or five years ago. 

You do some striking abstract tattoos. 
Do they reflect your painting style? Of 
course. Yet every piece is also influ
enced by what the client wants. It 
is a long collaboration process that 
requires a lot of initial communica
tion. And then I actually paint to 
create the basis for the tattoo. 

What are the most popular tattoos at Tattoo 
Temple? It's hard to say if there is one 
style that's more popular, as each 
piece is made and used for just the 
one client. However, one of the most 
demanded aesthetics would be Chi
nese painting, known as shu fa. 

To you, what makes a tattoo good? Firstly, 
the client has to truly like my style of 
artwork. Then it is down to me as a 
tattoo artist to have patience to do 
every detail of the piece. And it is 
also my responsibility to keep paint
ing and drawing as much as I can 
outside of tattooing. Because if you 
can draw it, then you can tattoo it. LI~ 

To see more tattoos visit inkedmag.com. 
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NAME: Amy Bathory 

SHOP GIRL AT: Spider-Bite Tattoo and Body Piercing, Manchester, NH 

Every Halloween our artists will do a flash art special for Halloween tat
toos. Last year, one of them was lettering that read "No Substitu
tions, No Exceptions." One night a girl was waiting to get pierced 
and her friend looked at the flash art and scoffed, "Who would get 
a Halloween tattoo?" I showed them my kneecap tattoos: The right 
knee says, "No Substitutions," the left says, "No Exceptions." She 
turned bright red. 

One day I was working the front desk and a very intoxicated fellow strolled 
in looking for my boss. I told him he wasn't available and asked if 
he wanted to leave a note. The man wrote for about 10 minutes, 
then wobbled out the door. I looked over the note and found my 
boss's name and a very detailed rose. No name. No number to call 
back. We never saw that guy again. 

I did a photo shoot for my boss's custom bike a few years back, and there 
are topless shots. We got two photos printed poster size and kept 
them briefly in the shop, one behind the other so you could only see 
the poster of me with clothes on. One day a little old man who was 
picking out some jewelry stumbled across the posters. He noticed 
there was one behind the other, yanked it out, and said, "Hey, that's 
you! Great boobs!" I burst into laughter but then hid the poster in the 
office, where it continues to be an inside joke. 

photo by MICHAEL PENNEY 



Giant Bean Bags 
www.sumolounge.com 

For product range please visit our website or call us: 1 866 340 7866 
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AFRO PUNK 
As sponsors of Afropunk-the multicultural, nonconformist summit in 
Brooklyn-we rocked out with Unlocking the Truth and Trash Talk while 
spotting cool tattoos on bangin' bodies of all colors. 

photos by KRISTEN VETIER 



photos by MELANIE SIMMONS 
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INKED'S X SUICIDEGIRLS X LIVE NATION BURLESQUE TOUR 
Storming the country is our troop of SuicideGirls, who are tantalizing under the INKED and Live 
Nation marquee. The lovely ladies combine appeal with irreverence as they make Jack Daniel's 
and Star Wars sexier than ever imagined. This isn't your mother's burlesque tour. 
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NYC STATE OF MIND 
The NYC Drape Tank from 7th Revolution ($35, 7threvolution.com) is a versatile 

piece. This 950/o Rayon, 50/o Spandex Top has a soft feel but a hard look for tough 
chicks. Enter code INKED at checkout for a limited time offer of $29. 

WINTER IS COMING 
The Steampunk-influenced High Heel Oxford shoe ($172, hadesfootwear.com) 

with 1.5" platform, a 5" metal plated heel, are available in black or brown. The flame 
metal buckles are adjustable and lace up the front line with faux fur for winter comfort. 
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AMERICAN WOMAN 
The Betsy skirt by Badcock Jones ($299, badcockapparel.com) is handmade in 
the USA (of course!) from 1 OOO/o US flag cloth. Each piece is one of a kind and 

has aesthetic differences that are visible when comparing one to another-what we 
Americans like to call character. 

BEARD TRIO GIFT SET 
From Bluebeards Original, the exclusive beard care sponsors of Beard Team USA 

and the National Beard and Moustache Championship comes a three-piece gift set 
that will tame even the gnarliest of beards. It contains a Beard Saver, Large Beard 

Wash, and Wonder Beard Intensive Repair in a handy vinyl gift bag ($56.00, 
bluebeardsoriginal.com). Your masculinity will never look so lush. 
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FOR THE OLD SALTS 
This set of ceramic salt and pepper shakers ($10, sourpussclothing.com) fea

tures a classic shaker shape, an American Traditional tattoo-style sparrow on one 
shaker, and an anchor tattoo on the other. Each comes equipped with a vintage

inspired metal screw top and measures 3" wide x 2.5" tall. 

ARE YOU AN INK ADDICT? 
The Big Ink women's Thermal Hoodie ($34, inkaddict.com) makes a statement as 

bold as your tattoos. Comfy, thanks to it being 600/o cotton and 400/o polyester, 
the sweatshirt is also preshrunk so it's good to go as soon as you order. 

A GREAT STOCKING STUFFER! TATTOO NATION DVD 
By bringing a unique style of tattoo from the prisons and barrios to the public this 

full length, streetwise documentary tells how three now legendary artists in a 
tiny tattoo shop on Whittier Boulevard in East LA changed the world of tattoo for
ever. ($24.95, amazon.com). " ..... a vivid portrait that should satisfy aficionados and 

intrigue the curious." -LA Times 

YOUR DREAMS WILL FLOURISH 
Follow your fantasies to a place where dreams scented by rare spices await your 
kohl-lined gaze. This luxurious Mandala-inspired print features radial bursts and 
fractal flourishes. Dissolve into the kaleidoscopic magic and travel without even 

leaving your cozy bed with the 300thread count, 1 OOO/o cotton sateen Henna 
Tattoo sheet sets, duvet covers, and pillowcases ($29-149, sininlinen.com). 
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SECRET ARTIST X TOM GILMOUR 
Secret Artist has some epic new styles for your wardrobe. Check out this Secret 
Artist X Tom Gilmour collaboration "Skullcatcher" T-shirt. It's printed on their ex
clusive slim fit tri-blend heather tee ($32, secretartis.com, inkedshop.com). Pair 

the Secret Artist "Secret Octopus," black 1 OOO/o cotton tee ($28), with any denim 
jacket and you're set all winter long. 

MARKED DOWN FOR YOU 
Meet all of your black ink needs with this ultimate drawing kit. ($79.66, copic

marker.com). Included are three Copic markers, a refill bottle of ink, four aluminum
bodied Copic lining pens in a range of widths, and their respective refill cartridges. 
Similar kits also available in grey and sepia tones. Get 300/o off of this kit through 

January 2014, with code: inkedVIP. 

FOR THE GIRL WHO'S ALWAYS ON THE NAUGHTY LIST! 
Beautiful Disaster is your trusted source for fun, flirty, and fierce clothing! 

Check out their full line ($24-55, bdrocks.com). 
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THIS KID HAS A COOL TATTOOED MOM 
Finally a brand for those cool tattooed moms and dads. Cartel sells wares such 

as this T-shirt ($15, cartelink.com) for the kid who likes his parents' ink. It is much 
better than a "World's Best Mom" mug. 

TATTOOS AND WHISKEY MAKE ME FRISKY 
A perfect tank for the girl who enjoys, good whiskey, fresh tattoos, and a hell of 
a good time. This super soft tank is also available as a women's and men's tee 

($21.50, pinkystar.com) and tells the bar exactly what you are about .. 

A LABEL THAT FITS 
You may be on Santa's naughty list but you are also on our call to party list. This 

shirt is available in a women's racer back tank, and long body tee ($21.00, cartel
ink.com). Cartel Ink knows that you have the best intentions ... 
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SKULL SERPENT DAGGER 

lnstagram: @societyofskullserpentdagger 

"In tattooing we commonly strive to 
have exposure of who we are in order to 
gain notoriety, thus gaining more custom
ers. However, as the years went by, there 
seemingly has been an explosion-too 
many superstars, too many famous folks. 
Whatever happened to one for all and all 
for one? Where we focused on trying to 
improve art, not fame. 

I'm not based anywhere. No cities or 
towns. I travel and do guest spots and take 
walk-ins like an ordinary tattooist would, 
and my clients never know who they are 
getting tattooed by. All they would know is 
that I did a good job for them. 

My art represents what comes out of 
our beloved art form. I am not rich. I don't 
charge an ass-load. But I also could care 
less. I'm just an artist doing what artists 
do. Some might say I'm like the Banksy 
of tattooing, but I'm not sneaking around 
doing illegal things. I want it to be known 
that I'm not out for fame or fortune. My 
only concern is doing a good job." 
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